Community ecologists commonly perform multivariate techniques (e.g., ordination, cluster analysis) to assess patterns and gradients of taxonomic variation. A critical requirement for a meaningful statistical analysis is accurate information on the taxa found within an ecological sample. However, oversampling (too many individuals counted per sample) also comes at a cost, particularly for ecological systems in which identification and quantification is substantially more resource consuming than the field expedition itself. In such systems, an increasingly larger sample size will eventually result in diminishing returns in improving any pattern or gradient revealed by the data, but will also lead to continually increasing costs. Here, we examine 396 datasets: 44 previously published and 352 created datasets. Using meta-analytic and simulation-based approaches, the research within the present paper seeks (1) to determine minimal sample sizes required to produce robust multivariate statistical results when conducting abundance-based, community ecology research. Furthermore, we seek (2) to determine the dataset parameters (i.e., evenness, number of taxa, number of samples) that require larger sample sizes, regardless of resource availability. We found that in the 44 previously published and the 220 created datasets with randomly chosen abundances, a conservative estimate of a sample size of 58 produced the same multivariate results as all larger sample sizes. However, this minimal number varies as a function of evenness, where increased evenness resulted in increased minimal sample sizes. Sample sizes as small as 58 individuals are sufficient for a broad range of multivariate abundancebased research. In cases when resource availability is the limiting factor for conducting a project (e.g., small university, time to conduct the research project), statistically viable results can still be obtained with less of an investment.
Introduction
Community ecologists commonly perform multivariate techniques (e.g., ordination, cluster analysis) to assess patterns and gradients of taxonomic variation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Due to the enormous number of individuals in most ecological communities, ecologists typically rely on a collected sample that is representative of the complete natural system as opposed to collecting everything within a natural system [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This fundamental unit of sampling must contain a sufficient number of individuals; otherwise it may misrepresent the natural system leading to erroneous conclusions. For the purposes of this paper, the fundamental unit of sampling or the number of individuals per sample will be called sample size-the total number of individual specimens comprising one row of data in a taxon-sample matrix used for multivariate community analysis.
Determining a minimum representative sample size at which the results of a community analysis would be unchanged from those obtained with larger sample sizes has thus been a major practical concern for ecologists [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Here, we determine the smallest required sample size at which a statistically robust result can be achieved using multivariate statistical techniques.
Although researchers must collect a sample size that is large enough to be representative, once that sample size has been obtained, additional samples should not alter the outcome of a multivariate analysis, and such additional material can be considered a form of over-sampling. When the cost-in time, money, or other resources-of collecting or identifying individuals within a sample is nominal, oversampling may not be an issue. However, there are many situations in which oversampling results in significant increased costs, with little improvement in the ability to answer specific ecological questions. Thus, it is important to provide ecologists with guidelines regarding when smaller sample sizes can be used and still retain a statistically robust analysis.
Three instances when it would be beneficial to know that a smaller sample size is as statistically robust as larger sample sizes are (1) if the researcher is limited by funds. (2) Time may be a limiting factor in some research projects for a number of possible reasons. One common cause for a limit on time is when conducting a research project with an undergraduate student [21, 22] . In addition, professors in academic settings typically only have four to five months out of the year with no teaching requirements. Furthermore, there may be some types of data that can only be sampled during a short time span. (3) There are cases in which data have already been collected by previous researchers. Those data may previously have been discarded from subsequent meta-analyses because the sample size was believed to be too small. So, if we can demonstrate that smaller sample sizes are sufficient, it could open up the use of these legacy data for additional ecological analyses.
The present study is aimed at the situations in which the above-discussed factors are limited and thus the project may benefit from knowing if smaller representative samples are as statistically robust as larger sample sizes. Here, our goal is to determine the smallest sample size that can be collected and used in multivariate, abundance-based ecological research.
Previous research has determined appropriate sample sizes for many types of ecological research by examining the probability of acquiring species that comprise some proportion of a sample with 95% confidence [23, 16, 24, 17, 18, 25] . In other words, how likely is a sample to contain taxon Z if a sample size of Y individuals is collected? However, determining sample size in this manner is most often used for the purpose of assessing and comparing diversity among samples. Although this is important, these approaches do not take into account ecological relationships among sampling units or taxa. Other workers have compared multivariate results of plots or samples collected at different sample sizes to determine which sample size perform best using multivariate techniques [26, 12, 27, 19] , but no one has examined this on a large scale, using multiple types of ecological data and multiple published community datasets. Moreover, determining which sample size provides maximum information may not actually be relevant to the goal of a community ecology study. For many studies, the question of interest is how different communities relate to each other and how or whether a given environmental variable influences the communities. For such studies, an important question is how small can the sample size can be and still produce robust multivariate statistical results?
Forcino (2012) conducted a meta-analysis of 30 fossil community datasets and found that a median sample size of 50 individuals is sufficient for producing robust multivariate statistical results when conducting abundance-based research. Here, using methods similar to Forcino (2012), we examine 396 datasets, 44 previously published, modern datasets and 352 created datasets. Using meta-analytic and simulation approaches, the present research seeks (1) to determine minimal sample sizes required to produce robust multivariate statistical results when conducting abundance-based community ecology research. Furthermore, we seek (2) to determine the dataset parameters (i.e., evenness, number of taxa, number of samples) that require larger sample sizes, regardless of resource availability. We recognize that these specific forms of multivariate analyses are not the only ones used; however, they are used commonly in community ecology, and thus using this novel approach can provide important insight for ecologists [7, 8, 4] . Evidence relevant to goal (1) will provide ecologists with a more accurate estimate of the minimum representative number of individuals for multivariate research, and lead to a better use of resources. Accomplishing goal (2) will inform ecologists when greater resources are necessary to obtain a statistically robust sample of a community.
Materials and Methods

Previously published datasets
In order to test if smaller samples sizes could produce the same results originally obtained from previous research, 44 real datasets were acquired from the ecological literature (Table 1) . These datasets comprise a range of numbers of taxa (3 to 421) and samples (4 to 445), were from different taxonomic groups, different geographic locations, different environments, and published by different authors (Table 1 ). In addition, 18 datasets were gathered from one meta-analysis [28] . Twenty additional studies from other journals were also used in the analysis (Table 1) . Working backward through time of publication, we selected and subsampled the first 44 datasets that had median sample sizes of at least 20 individuals.
Created datasets
Gradient Analysis. To determine if smaller sample sizes are sufficient for datasets with properties outside the ranges of the 44 previously published datasets examined, we created 352 datasets. Our goal was not to examine all possible datasets that could exist in nature, but to complement the 44 previously published, real datasets by creating datasets with parameters that did not consistently exist among any the 44 real datasets (e.g., sample sizes larger than 1000 individuals per sample). This allowed us to have a greater number of datasets with certain parameters (e.g., high evenness) to further gauge the required sample size for those datasets or samples with those parameters. Similar to the real datasets, the created datasets contained a range of numbers of taxa and samples ( Table 2 ). The number of datasets created balances the computer time needed to subsample each dataset with the new information gained from adding more datasets.
Two protocols were used for the constructions of the created datasets: 220 datasets were created using a simple random simulation, and 132 were created by keeping each sample at a constant 200 individuals and systematically altering the abundance structure of each sample. We explain each of these two processes in detail below. For the first 220 created datasets, we followed a simple random selection protocol to create the datasets in order to obtain additional samples that were comparable to the previously published datasets. Datasets were simulated by first randomly creating a normal distribution of abundances for each taxon across a hypothetical gradient (S1 Fig) . Each normal distribution for each taxon was created based on a randomly chosen mean, randomly chosen standard deviation, and randomly chosen maximum possible abundance. The resulting distribution represents the range along an ecological or environmental gradient within which each simulated taxon is located. Each simulated taxon has a peak possible abundance, and areas along the gradient where the taxon is less likely to be found (the tails of the normal distribution with a lower abundance). For example, if the hypothetical gradient represents water depth, the randomly The environment refers to the broadest environment from which samples were collected. The primary taxonomic group is broadest category of the most abundant groups in dataset. This list is meant to show the diversity of the types of data included in the analysis.
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selected mean of the normal distribution for Taxon A represents the optimal depth at which Taxon A lives, and therefore, maximum peak of abundance. The tails of the normal distribution represent the most extreme conditions (shallowest and deepest depths) in which Taxon A lives, with abundances declining from the peak to each tail. Sample locations for each taxon were randomly selected along the environmental gradient (S1 Fig), simulating random sampling of a gradient in the field under circumstances where continuous or interval sampling is not possible. For example, if the gradient was 100 units long (the total unit length is an arbitrary value representing the complete gradient length), a unique number from 1 to 100 was randomly selected for each sample, which represents the sampling locations along the gradient. This process was repeated for the number of taxa selected for that particular dataset (Table 2) . At each of these sampled points, all of the taxonomic distributions that cross that point are included in that sample. Taxon abundances equal the height of the curve of each taxon's normal distribution at that point along the gradient (S1 Fig). This process was repeated for each of the 220 datasets ( Table 2) .
Effects of evenness, samples, and taxa. Additionally, 132 datasets were created with the intention of deliberately generating more extreme differences among complete and subsampled datasets. In each dataset, we selected the abundances (as opposed to randomly generating the abundances) for each taxon in each sample. The other differences among each dataset were the number of samples (i.e., the number of collected samples in a dataset that would equate to one This list is meant to show how the dataset were structured, and the differences among the datasets. The number of samples, number of taxa, and gradient size were controlled for in the simulation. The median sample size was an output result of the randomized simulation, although it was influenced by the controlled parameters.
row in a taxon by sample matrix), numbers of taxa, and evenness. These three variables were selected because they commonly vary from study to study, and two of them are among the most basic ecological measures (i.e., number of taxa and evenness). This selected, systematic creation of datasets often led to datasets with rank abundance distributions and absolute abundances that are rare in the literature, but which might facilitate identification of the conditions under which larger sample sizes would be necessary to capture the multivariate results of a dataset. We also systematically varied the number of samples, richness, and evenness to examine these three variables as possible influences on the required sample size for community research.
Each sample of each of these 132 datasets contained 200 individuals (For complete list of these datasets see S1 R Data). A sample size of 200 was chosen so that five subsample proportion sizes (100, 50, 20, 10, 5) could be produced that represent a range of smaller sample sizes, for comparison with the complete sample.
These 352 datasets were not meant to be all encompassing in terms of creating all possible datasets a researcher might collect in the field. They were meant to add datasets that complement the 44 previously published datasets by providing additional evidence if smaller sample sizes are sufficient for abundance-based ecological research and if there are any conditions (e.g., high evenness) when larger samples sizes are needed.
Statistical Analyses
In order to replicate going into the field and collecting smaller sample sizes than used previously in each study, using R 2.14 [29] , each sample within each taxon-sample matrix (previously published and created) was randomly subsampled without replacement to five proportional sizes: 50%, 25%, 10%, 5%, and 2.5% of the total number of individuals in the original sample. For each of the subsampled proportions of each taxon-sample matrix, 1000 subsampled matrices were constructed for a total of 5000 subsampled matrices for each dataset. Each of the 5000 subsampled matrices was statistically compared to the original 100% taxon-sample matrix using two multivariate statistical methods.
(1) Using the vegan package in R 2.14 [30] , Mantel Tests of correlation were performed between the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrices (measures of the differences between each object in a taxon-sample matrix) of subsamples and corresponding complete datasets. We conducted pilot trials with three datasets to determine if various dissimilarity measures affect the resulting comparison goodness-of-fit statistics. Regardless of distance measure (Bray-Curtis, Euclidian, City-block, or Raup-Crick), results were the same.
The Mantel Test tests the similarity of two matrices of dissimilarity indices by permuting each of the elements in the dissimilarity matrix 999 times, to derive a distribution of correlation values [31, 5, 32] . The resulting R-statistic is analogous to the Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (r); with increasingly similar data matrices, the Mantel R-statistic will approach 1.
(2) For each of the datasets and subsamples, non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations of the samples were performed using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index [33, 2, 3, 34] . All ordinations were run examining the taxonomic distributions among samples with two dimensions with "autotransform = false" in the vegan package in R, specifically using the function "metaMDS()".
Procrustean Randomization Tests (PROTEST) were performed comparing procrustes transformed ordinations of the subsampled and corresponding complete datasets [35, 36] . NMDS does not always assign the maximum explanation of variation in the ordination space to the first axis. Moreover, two different ordinations might not appear to be similar at first because they are close reflections to each other in ordination space. To address these possibilities, the first step in PROTEST is to perform a Procrustes transformation, which minimizes the sum-of-squares deviations between the two ordination results through translation, reflection, rotation, and dilation. Thus, the two ordination results are reoriented such that they are aligned as closely as possible in ordination space, which permits a more accurate assessment of similarity. The residuals between the two ordinations post-transformation are calculated and produce the m 
Results
Previously published datasets
With the exception of one dataset, the Mantel Test R-statistics were greater than R = 0.88 for all sample sizes greater than 28 individuals (Fig 1a) . When the median sample size is less than 28 individuals the R-statistics decrease rapidly. The one dataset that is below R = 0.88 was Ryu et al. (2011), which contained primarily ostracods with median sample size of 4939 [37] . The Procrustean Randomization Test (PROTEST) m 2 -values were consistently above m 2 = 0.76 at median sample sizes greater than 58 (Fig 1b) ; the m 
Created datasets
For the 220 datasets with the simulated abundance structure, with the exception of three data points, the Mantel Test R-statistics are greater than R = 0.82 for all sample sizes greater than 48 individuals (Fig 2a) . When the median sample size is less than 54 individuals the R-statistics rapidly decrease. The PROTEST m 2 -values are greater than the threshold of R = 0.79 for all sample sizes greater than 50 individuals (Fig 2b) . At a median sample size less than 50 individuals the m 2 -values rapidly decrease. No pattern or separation in the goodness-of-fit statistics (both the Mantel Test R-statistics and the PROTEST m 2 -values) was associated with the variables: numbers of taxa, numbers of samples, or initial median sample size (Table 3) .
Among the 132 datasets with the selected abundance structure, there was greater variation in the goodness-of-fit statistics compared with the other two dataset types (Fig 3) . There was no clear plateau or rapid decrease of goodness-of-fit statistics. Eighty-eight of the datasets were specifically constructed to have either low or high evenness. The 44 low evenness datasets had a mean evenness of 0.58 (Pielou's J Evenness) [38] , and the 44 high evenness datasets had a mean of 0.79. Of these 88 datasets, the low evenness datasets consistently led to greater goodness-of-fit statistic values (Table 4 ). The mixed evenness datasets, those in which the dataset included some high-evenness samples and some low-evenness samples, produced the highest goodness-of-fit statistics out of these 132 datasets (Table 3; Fig 3) . One difference between the PROTEST m goodness-of-fit values from the PROTEST were similar to those of the low evenness datasets (Fig 3) .
The ranges and significant differences among the different parameters (evenness and numbers and samples and taxa) vary depending on the parameters and between the Mantel Test and PROTEST (Tables 1 and 2 ). Of the nine various dataset structures within each set of parameters (for further description, see S1 Supplemental Methods), there is no consistent dataset structure that led to higher goodness-of-fit statistics.
Discussion
Previously published research collected their sample size based on the probability of ensuring a representative sample of all possible individuals [23, 16, 24, 17, 25] . Here, we took a practical approach to determining if smaller sample sizes produce the same results as the originally collected sample size by subsampling 44 previously published and 352 created datasets to five different percentages of the original sample size.
The 44 previously published datasets and 220 of the created datasets demonstrate that smaller sample sizes produce the same multivariate, abundance-based community results as larger sample sizes, in the sense that the results are similar enough that they would be interpreted the same (Figs 1 and 2) . Although there were some outliers, the vast majority of the subsample results were above the thresholds when sample sizes were greater than 54 and 58 for the Mantel Test and PROTEST, respectively. This suggests that all median sample sizes greater than these values produced the same results as larger sample sizes As these results are based on median sample sizes within the dataset, a minimum sample-size of 58 individuals per sample Sample Size for Multivariate, Community Research would almost certainly be representative for use with these types of multivariate analyses, and as such, 58 individuals is a conservative recommendation for a minimum sample-size to be collected in the field.
This sample size estimate is substantially smaller than found by previous research that used different methods (i.e., probability estimates) to determine that 300 individuals per community are required for ecological research [23, 16, 24, 17, 18, 25] . However, the approach taken in the present study of comparing multivariate results is a more practical approach because most community research applies multivariate techniques. Although a smaller sample size may not capture the exact diversity of a community, the smaller sample size would still maintain the general position and order of samples in ordination space as well as the identification of related groupings or gradients of communities when using other multivariate techniques.
Multivariate statistical methods, specifically ordination, may be statistically powerful enough that the differences and similarities among samples are detected even at much smaller samples sizes [39, 40] . At these smaller sample sizes, rare taxa may not be collected, and therefore would not be included in the analyses [41] . However, unless the goal of the study is to examine rarity, the results of the present study demonstrate that those rare taxa are not required for interpretation of many ecological results uncovered using multivariate methods.
The median sample size of 58 individuals determined here is less than the combined median sample sizes of the 44 previously published datasets, which was 146 individuals with a range of 10 to 24,812. These 44 datasets are representative of the range of typical median sample sizes collected by ecologists (Table 1 ). This aids in demonstrating that community studies can collect fewer individuals per sample and still obtain the same meaningful results. This finding is important for managing resources (e.g., time and money, decisions as to where to sample) within a study and for studies where there may only be a limited number of specimens to collect (e.g., small populations and fewer individuals). The previously published datasets we examined were from a range of environments, geographic locations, and contained a range of taxonomic groups as well as both terrestrial and marine taxa. In addition, the real and created datasets contain a range of numbers of samples, numbers of taxa, and evenness, resulting in datasets spanning an extremely broad range of possible communities. The results were consistent across this broad range of real or realistic communities; none of the above dataset parameters or variables would require larger sample sizes. However, we did not examine methods of tallying taxa other than abundance counts and only multivariate analytical methods were used. So, if methods other than abundance counts and the multivariate statistics employed herein are used, the present study cannot provide insight into the sample size requirements. In order to strengthen the present results, we recommend future research using a nested sampling protocol (collecting smaller sample sizes within larger) to provide additional information on required sample sizes. Although our data include field-collected datasets, all of the samples sizes smaller than the original were simulated. We did not collect any data at various sample sizes to compare the multivariate statistical results. Future research utilizing nested field sampling may reveal patterns (e.g., patchiness) that would indicate larger sample sizes are required. Conversely, a study of multiple datasets from various environments, locations, and using a range of taxa could provide additional support for the present result that smaller samples sizes produce statistically robust results.
Although we have demonstrated that smaller samples sizes are appropriate for a large range of multivariate ecological research, in many cases, researchers may not be limited in resources, and thus, there would be no real benefit for collecting smaller samples sizes. When resources are not limited, the possibility of over collecting may not be an issue. One instance in which resource-intensive over-sampling may be costly is when studying an endangered species, particularly at the geographic extremes of those species [42, 43] .
There are many situations in which the costs of identification are high, particularly when species identification requires substantial handling time by the researcher or the number of taxa in a collection locality is low. In such cases, oversampling of individuals results in significantly increased costs, with little improvement in the ability to answer specific ecological questions. For example, taxonomic datasets that were not originally intended to be used for community research may exist that contain a median sample size of 58. With the evidence presented from the present research, ecologists can safely use those data to ask new questions or conduct meta-analyses. These practical implications of the present study demonstrate the most important part of understanding the smallest required sample size for abundance-based, multivariate ecological research.
When are larger sample sizes required?
Evenness. Of the three parameters (number of samples, number of taxa, and evenness) that were systematically varied among the 132 created datasets with selected abundances, Sample Size for Multivariate, Community Research evenness had the greatest effect on whether the subsamples of a dataset produced the same multivariate result as the complete dataset. The low evenness datasets had consistently greater goodness-of-fit statistics than the high evenness datasets. There is a significant difference between the low and high evenness datasets for both the R-statistics and m 2 -values; datasets containing samples with consistently high evenness may require larger sample sizes. Thus, when datasets contain samples with consistently high evenness, larger sample sizes are required for detecting similarity and differences among samples in a dataset.
Number of taxa. Datasets with more taxa often had lower goodness-of-fit statistics (Tables  3 and 4 ). However, this pattern was not consistent throughout all numbers of taxa and the two comparison methods. Overall, this effect of the number of taxa on the required sample size is minor relative to the complete analysis of all 396 datasets. In addition to the effect of the number of taxa on selected-created dataset, 11 of the previously published datasets and 50 of the simulated-created datasets had more than 50 taxa, and all of these datasets produced consistently high goodness-of-fit statistics between subsampled and corresponding complete datasets (Tables 1 and 2 ). So, the majority of datasets, even those with a larger number of taxa, still demonstrate that smaller samples sizes are sufficient for multivariate community research.
Number of samples. There was a significant difference in results between 132 selected abundances datasets with 5 and those with 10 samples (Tables 3 and 4; Fig 3) . The datasets were constructed so that each sample within the each of these 132 datasets represents a different community. With a greater number of communities (10 versus 5) , the multivariate analysis is more likely to distinguish between most of the communities even with fewer individuals per sample. The multivariate analyses are better able to distinguish between the two dichotomous groups of samples, even at smaller sample sizes, which was likely the cause for the high goodness-of-fit statistics. When the datasets are limited to 5 communities, there is less of a chance that the community gradient will still be apparent when sample sizes decrease. When there are 10 communities, there is a higher probability that the relative order of one or two communities will remain intact even at smaller sample sizes, producing the same or similar community gradient in ordination space. This is additional evidence that homogeneity of communities within a dataset may require larger sample sizes. However, it should be noted that many, if not most, studies seek to determine the cause of community change, so they deliberately sample along suspected gradients or between environmental conditions known to be different. Environmental homogeneity among sampled communities is not a common goal. So, this issue of larger sample size requirements among homogeneous communities should not have a grave impact on community research.
Conclusion
The primary goal of this study was to determine if smaller sample sizes produce the same results as larger, more typically collected sample sizes. Examining 44 previously published and 220 created datasets with simulated abundance structures, we found evidence that smaller sample sizes (i.e., 58 individuals) produce the same community results as larger sample sizes.
This finding is most important for ecologists with limited resources (e.g., money, time, or the data). Many ecology researchers are underfunded. Money spent on field collections and research assistantships can, if limited, still obtaining meaningful statistical information because smaller samples sizes are sufficient to accomplish the same research goals.
To detect possible dataset parameters that require larger sample sizes, we subsampled selected-created datasets in which the number of samples, number of taxa, and evenness were systematically altered to test for an effect on the required sample size. We found that high evenness datasets produced lower goodness-of-fit statistics than low evenness and mixed evenness datasets. Although high evenness datasets may have led to lower goodness-of-fit, few studies would consist entirely of uniformly high-evenness communities.
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